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A ten channel overview video diagnostic system was installed and commissioned at
Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator. In the first operation phase OP1.1, seven channels were
equipped with EDICAMs, 1.3 Mpixel CMOS cameras (400 fps at full frame, up to 50 kfps at
64x64 pixel), observing the visible radiation emitted by the plasma [1]. In vast majority of the
cases, visible radiation is found in a narrow layer/belt around the plasma edge, where the
conditions are favourable for visible light emission. Since W7-X is a stellarator, the plasma is
not toroidal-symmetric, and hence the observed edge radiation pattern (the image) detected
by the tangentially viewing cameras does not resemble any of the toroidal cross-sections of a
flux surface. Instead, the image intensity is highest in camera pixels where the line-of-sight
corresponding to that particular pixel is tangent to the radiating belt.
A simple model was created to mimic the plasma radiation by assuming uniform and
homogenous radiation all over a flux surface at a given effective minor radius reff. The width
of the flux surface was assumed to be infinitesimally small, however, during the generation
of a synthetic image the EDICAM camera sensor resolution was used, i.e. the minimum
width of a structure was the pixel size. The synthetic image was generated by projecting
toroidal cross-sections of the flux surface onto the camera sensor in 0.1° steps in the toroidal
direction. The intensity of pixels was increased whenever one of these cross-sections touched
the particular pixel. This way the synthetic images also predict which areas of the image can
be expected to be the brightest. Comparison to real camera images shows good qualitative
agreement (see Figure 1).
The synthetic images can be utilized to determine the plasma radius (reff) and the width of the
visible radiating belt by convolving a camera image with a series of synthetic images
generated for different reff values. For this investigation, masks are generated from the
synthetic images so that pixels with brightness above a pre-defined threshold are set to 1,
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while others are set to 0 vaalues, in ord
rder to avoiid false biaasing of thee “brightestt” areas
n of homogeeneous radiaation distrib
bution. Addiitionally, th
he result
resultinng from the assumption
of the convolutionn (later on referred to as “mask radiation”)
r
is divided bby the totall of the
d.
“activee” mask pixxels (value = 1), i.e. thee masks are normalized

Figure 11. Modelling of
o the edge rad
diation seen bby visible EDIICAM cameraas.

To test the appliccability of this
t
methodd, benchmarrk tests werre carried oout using sy
ynthetic
imagess. Up to sevven syntheticc images coorresponding
g to consecu
utive reff vallues (1-2 cm
m apart)
were ssummed upp to create a set of phhantoms with differen
nt radiating belt width
h; these
phantooms were ussed as inputts for the m
mask radiatio
on method. In all case s, as expectted, the
mask rradiation prrofile was found
fo
to be a single peeak centered
d along the mean reff, with
w an
FWHM
M proportional to the reff
s
im
mages. The rrelative erro
or of the
e range of tthe source synthetic
methodd was estim
mated to be 10%.
1
The ceentral reff vaalue was succcessfully deetermined for
f each
input pphantom. Fiigure 2 (leftt) shows a ccase when only
o
one syn
nthetic imagge was used
d for the
phantoom. In this case,
c
the rad
diating belt w
width is sup
pposed to bee zero, howeever, the ressolution
of the method is limited by the finite ppixel size an
nd the discrrete numbeer of reff vallues for
F
heree thus correesponds
which the synthettic images (and masks) were generrated. The FWHM
to the technical reesolution off the methood, which caan be regard
ded as an ooffset, and shall
s
be
he result. T
This offset was
w found to
t be 21 mm
m. Figure 2 (right)
furtherr on subtraccted from th
shows the case when
w
five synthetic im
mages were used to create a phhantom where the
simulaated radiatinng belt widtth was ca. 46 mm. Fo
or this case the FWHM
M was found to be
78 mm
m, yielding an estimateed belt widtth of 57 mm
m with offset-correctioon, i.e. the relative
r
error oof the reconstruction is ca. 24%. S ignificantly
y better resu
ults can be oobtained, ho
owever,
when aall seven phhantoms are taken intoo account, and a linear fit is usedd to determ
mine the
offset (the y-interrcept). It caan be seen tthat the slo
ope of the fit
f is close tto 1, thereffore the
previouus assumpttion of usiing a simpple offset-correction to
o compenssate for thee finite
resoluttion of the method is still valid. The offsett value deteermined by the fit is 28
2 mm,
yieldinng 50 mm foor the 5-imaage-case in Figure 2, th
hat is, the un
ncertainty coould be red
duced to
ca. 10%
% – which coincides
c
with
w the relattive error off the data po
oints.
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Figure 22. Phantoms generated
g
usin
ng synthetic im
mages. Left: a single image phantom closse to the LCFS
S and the
correspoonding mask radiation
r
profiile. Right: a phhantom composed of 5 syntthetic images and the corressponding
mask raadiation profilee.

As a nnext step, an
a EMC3-E
EIRENE sim
mulation [2]] was analy
ysed with th
the mask raadiation
methodd. A phantoom image was
w generaated by projjecting the 3D H-alphha radiation on the
cameraa sensor plaane. The lo
ocation of thhe radiating
g belt was found
f
to bee at reff = 0..505 m,
slightlyy outside thhe LCFS, with
w an FWH
HM of 113 mm,
m yieldin
ng a belt wiidth of 85 mm
m (see
Figuree 3. right). Thus, acco
ording to thhis modelliing, the rad
diating belt extends frrom the
confined plasma edge
e
to the near-SOL
n
reegion.

Figure 33. Left: Maskk radiation FW
WHM vs the rradiating belt width of phan
ntoms. The daashed line is the
t y=x
curve, inn red a linear fit is plotted. Right: phantoom of simulateed H-alpha rad
diation and thhe correspondiing mask
radiationn profile. Oveerplotted in red
d are the reconnstructed reff and
a the corresponding synthhetic mask.

The m
mask radiatioon method was
w appliedd to discharrges where the midplanne manipulaator [3]
was ussed. In a few
w dischargess the maxim
mum plunge depth was explored;
e
inn these experriments
the maanipulator head
h
was clo
osest to thee LCFS in th
he whole OP1.1
O
campaaign. One of
o these
events is shown inn Figure 4. On
O the left fi
figure one caan follow th
he evolutionn of the plasm
ma size
(denoted by the solid black
k line), from
m the build
d-up phase (first 50 m
ms) to the collapse
c
(t = 0.66 – 0.72 s), while the right plot sshows the width of th
he radiatingg belt. During the
build-uup and the collapse,
c
thee large valuues of the beelt width ressult from thee quickly ev
volving
positioon of the bellt, smeared by the relattively long exposure
e
tim
me (~10 mss) of the cam
meras.
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Figure 44. Left: Mask radiation (con
ntour plot) witth the reconstrructed reff (soliid black line) aand the position of the
midplanne manipulator probe head (dashed
(
line). Right: Radiatting belt width
h for the samee experiment.

It can bbe seen thatt when the manipulator
m
approachess the plasmaa (closest pooint is 53 mm from
the LC
CFS) radiatioon is signifiicantly increeased up to reff ~ 0.3 m,
m and the pllasma minorr radius
shrinkss ca. 4 cm too reff ~ 0.49 m. Additioonally, the raadiating beltt width is sllightly increeased as
a resullt of more intense
i
releease of imppurities into the plasmaa from the manipulato
or head.
When the manipulator quicklly retracts, th
the belt widtth drops as the
t additionnal impurity
y source
vanishhes, and thee original trrend is resttores within
n 2-30 ms as
a the plasm
ma fills ag
gain the
compleete volume set by the limiters (at cca. t = 0.4 s).
The tem
mperature of
o the radiating belt wass found to be
b a few 10 eV
e in the pllateau phasee, based
on lim
miter Langm
muir probes [4]. When pplasma colllapse starts and the beelt shrinks to
ogether
with thhe plasma, thhe belt Te decreases as well. Assum
mingly the ne of the bellt is increasing in a
similarr manner so
s that theiir product, proportion
nal to the emitted
e
lighht intensity
y, stays
constannt. Howeveer, density measuremen
m
nts are not validated
v
yet to supportt this argum
ment.

Figure 55. Effective raadius (left) and
d Te (mid) of tthe radiating belt
b vs time, Te vs reff (right)
t).
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